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Salesforce Release Lead
Description
The Salesforce Release Lead will be responsible for the Salesforce domain release
management, process design, optimization, schedule, policy and stakeholder
engagement. The Release Lead is the major liaison between application
development and production for release management control working with a thirdparty. As the point of contact for the Salesforce development team(s), the leads will
manage and optimize the release process, implement Copado best practices,
Salesforce native deployment tools, and sandbox strategies. The ideal candidate
will have strong Project Management skills as well as release management
experience with cloud technologies.

Education
Bachelor’s degree or higher in Computer Science or a technical discipline.

Hiring organization
ThunderYard Solutions

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Melbourne, FL
Remote work from: USA

Date posted
May 18, 2021

Valid through
30.06.2021

Experience
A minimum of 3 years of experience in Salesforce development with proven release
responsibilities.

Responsibilities
Develop, audit, monitor and enforce established release management
processes and policies in support of cross-domain configuration integration,
testing, completeness, and consistency.
Provide support to domain-specific release management resources in a
timely and efficient manner.
Coordinate release program activities and functions as a subject matter
expert in release management, ensuring production readiness in a timely
fashion.
Ensure alignment with third-party deployment expectations and processes,
keeping development teams up-to-date on changes with schedule,
processes or policies.
Create and tracks the release improvement process to be applied across all
Salesforce domains and functions.
Present relevant release information to Developers, Project Managers, and
customers, as needed

Qualifications
Bachelor’s degree in computer science, management, IT or related field.
A minimum of 3 years of experience in Salesforce development with proven
release responsibilities
Prior experience with VA / US Government Agencies
Proficiency in application development release processes and tools.
Salesforce certifications: Admin, Platform App Builder, Copado Admin
Strong analytical skills and troubleshoots metadata deployment errors
Has Solid communication skills with the ability to proactively keep the team
mindful of deadlines and requirements, clearly articulates what and why
process steps are necessary
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Strong organization skills, detail oriented and developed documentation
should stand on its own
Ability to build and manage relationships effectively with clients, third-party
partners and internal stakeholders.
Must be comfortable with MS Project and able to work closely with Project
Managers and Planner/Scheduler to make assumptions and manage
shifting schedules. Must be able to articulate and manage tasks,
dependencies, task durations and risks in a timely manner.

Preferred Certifications
Salesforce: Development Lifecycle and Deployment Designer, Copado Dev
ITIL certification in release management
Project management (PMP) certification
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